The volumes are:

**Food and Cooking in Prehistoric Britain**
ISBN 1-85074-084-4
Price: £2.95
Product code: XQ 13064

**Food and Cooking in 18th century Britain**
ISBN 1-85074-085-2
Price: £2.95
Product code: XQ 13063

**Food and Cooking in Roman Britain**
ISBN 1-85074-080-1
Price: £2.95
Product code: XQ 13061

**Food and Cooking in Medieval Britain**
ISBN 1-85074-082-8
Price: £2.95
Product code: XQ 13062

**From Roman Viroconium to Medieval Worceter**
Edited by Philip Barker

Wroxeter Roman City, near Shrewsbury in Shropshire, is one of the most important examples of the Roman period in Britain. Originally a legionary fort, the town was established on the same site was revisited by the Emperor Hadrian when he visited the province in AD 122. This book draws together a number of articles about the development of the city. Teachers will find the book useful for educational visits to the site.

Published by West Mercian Archaeological Consultants Ltd, 1995, 20 pages with 120 page 4 figure illustration, A4 ringbound.

ISBN 1-85074-274-4
Price: £4.75
Product code: XQ 10669

**Making and individual role play.**
ISBN 1-85074-273-6
Price: £4.50
Published by Longman
Product code: XQ 13067
See also VIDEOS

**Revealing Lost Villages Wharfedale Percy Malcolm MAAn and Ken Tempskin**
A guide to this famous deserted medieval village in North Yorkshire, cataloguing the development of the site from prehistoric times to its desertion in the 1250s and concentrating on the types of evidence used to reveal its history.

ISBN 1-85074-121-2
Price: £1.95
Product code: XQ 13068

**Ration Book Recipes Some Food Facts 1939-1954**
Bill Corsholl

The demands and restrictions of rationing in the ‘ austerity years’ during and after the Second World War are still vivid memories for many people. This book is a summary of the facts about food and rationing, with noteworthy recipes and many illustrations from contemporary sources. There is a special section for teachers, presenting ideas for classroom projects and experiments together with suggestions for further reading.

Price: £4.75
Product code: XQ 13436

**Planning and Conservation: a case-study of Maiden Castle**
Patrick Lavery and Chris Cooper

This booklet deals with the pressures and conflicting interests which inevitably arise from increased tourism and how these can be minimised by careful planning. Throughout there are exercises involving the students in group decision-making.

ISBN 1-85074-126-3
Price: £3.25
Product code: XQ 13048

**HANDBOOKS FOR TEACHERS AND SLIDE PACK**

**The English Civil War**
Marilyn Tothour

This booklet explains the causes of the Civil War, what life was like for the ordinary soldier, and where the main battles took place. It contains many illustrations and a map showing the main battle sites and the effects on the environment. The weapons and armour of the fighting man, a useful map and a quiz page.
Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3.
ISBN 1-85074-391-6
Price: £1.50
Product code: XQ 12338

**Life on a Royal Estate: a document pack for Osborne House**
Marilyn Tothour

This document pack will help teachers prepare for and follow up a visit but it is also useful for teachers wanting to introduce a variety of historical sources.
Archive photographs, old maps, and plans, an invoice for toys, an extract from the 1861 census, accounts from the royal nursery, letters and diaries of Queen Victoria and her family are all included.
Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; GCSE.
ISBN 1-85074-126-3
Price: £3.25
Product code: XQ 13048

**THREAT ENTRY TO SITE**

This video shows teachers of Key Stage 2 and 3 children preparing ideas and materials and

**TEACHING ON SITE**

Our videos introduce sites and resources, and encourage investigative learning approaches to looking at physical evidence of the past. Many can be linked to visits to specific sites, either as part of preparation or follow-up.

See VIDEOS
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DETECTIVES
Archaeologists and historians often work like detectives, looking for clues to the past. This series aims to show children how to reconstruct historical evidence from the clues left behind in the buildings and monuments of the past.

Looking at... an Abbey
This video shows how much we can learn from a typical Abbey if we understand how medieval monks and nuns went about their lives. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; 17 minutes; 1980.

Product code: XT 10304

...A Castle
Uses the remains of the fortifications and domestic quarters of Godwick Castle to explain the complex arrangements of life in a medieval castle through the investigation of clues left behind in the buildings. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; 14 minutes; 1980.

Product code: XT 10390

...Prehistoric Sites
The video shows the variety of sites in this enormously long period of our past and helps deal with sites that are often difficult to understand. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; 20 minutes; 1982.

Product code: XT 10392

GENERAL VIDEOS
Changing Perceptions: Presenting Heritage
This is a case study of the complex conservation problems surrounding the World Heritage site at Avebury in Wiltshire. Perspectives on the preservation of the site are seen through the eyes of tourists, primary school children and an archaeology student from Zimbabwe. Produced by the Department of Teaching, University of Southampton. Suitability: GCSE; A level; adult education. 23 minutes; 1990.

Free loan only
Product code: XT 10978

Closely related to: XT 10671

Changing Perceptions day purchase, price £25 (inc VAT and postage) from: Department of Teaching Media, 31 University Road, Southamp- ton, S05 9NH. Tel: 0705-592080.
Evidence of our lives

This video, divided into short sections, addresses the nature of physical evidence. It shows how children can develop skills by recording, researching and interpreting their local environment. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3. 27 minutes; 1991. Price: £10.95

PRODUCT CODE: XT 1174

The Gripping Beast

This animated film explores the various ways in which the gripping beast style of ornamentation was employed in Viking art, and shows examples including jewelery and stone carving. It traces the development of this creature and its gradual evolution over several centuries and two continents. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; GCSE; adult education. 15 minutes; 1997. Produced by Teknik Film, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Free loan only. Product code: XT 11235

HANDING ON OUR HISTORY

This video is intended to introduce the work of English Heritage. Whether presenting almost 400 major monuments to five million public visitors each year, advising and offering grants for the preservation of historic buildings or conservation areas, funding rescue excavations and giving expert advice in any area of conservation work. Suitability: GCSE, 5th form general studies, Further education; adult education. 30 minutes; 1990. Price: £1.95

PRODUCT CODE: XI 1149

Living History

This video outlines the various stages of setting up and carrying out living history projects at sites and in school. Suitability: GCSE; 5th form general studies; Further education; adult education. 30 minutes; 1990. Price: £1.95

PRODUCT CODE: XI 13089

See also EDUCATION ON SITE

Protectors of our Past

This video offers a short, vivid summary of the wide conservation involvements of English Heritage, including listed buildings, historic sites, scheduled ancient monuments, rescuing archaeology, and specialist and technical advice. Suitability: GCSE; 5th form general studies; adult education. 16 minutes; 1989. Price: £0.95

PRODUCT CODE: XT 13094

Hellfire Corner

Using original footage, historic archives and documents this video traces the story of the underground tunnels beneath Dart Castle. Originally defended for the harbour, they were extended to form the major Second World War military HQ from which the Dunkirk evacuation was masterminded. Part of the tunnel network, known as Hellfire Corner, now forms an exhibition and guided tour. Suitability: Key Stages 2 and 3; GCSE; adult education. 13 minutes; 1990.

Free loan only. Product code: XT 1150

NEW

Historic Site: A Sculptor's View

This video follows the work of a sculptor-in-residence at Dart Castle as he develops programmes of art, design and technology for visiting schools and colleges. It suggests applications of ideas which teachers themselves could develop using any part of a historic environment. Suitability: Initial teacher training; in-service courses; all Key Stages and Further education. 23 minutes; 1991. Price: £0.95

PRODUCT CODE: XT 13064

The Past Replayed: Kirby Hall

English Heritage and Northamptonshire Education Authority worked on a living history project for children with special needs based at Kirby Hall and the date 1590 AD. The film puts the thinking behind the project and its preparation and follow-up. Suitability: First section in-service training, special needs teachers, Key Stages 2 and 3. 38 minutes; 1988. Price: £1.95

PRODUCT CODE: XT 13090

Using Portraits

Suan Morris

These slides have been chosen to illustrate the many ways in which portraits can be found in portraits. Accompanying notes discuss the various elements that can be examined, including clothing, facial expressions, body language, background and accessories. Suitable for 12 with 8 pages of teacher's notes in plastic wallet, 1989. ISBN 1-85074-260-X

Price: £3.95

PRODUCT CODE: CS 13080

See also EDUCATION ON SITE

Victorian Osborne

These slides are all either archive photographs or 19th century paintings by Queen Victoria, of the Royal Family and their home and estate on the Isle of Wight. 12 slides with 8 pages of teacher's notes in plastic wallet, 1987. Price: £9.5

PRODUCT CODE: CS 13081

See also BOOKS FOR TEACHERS

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

Digging Deeper into History

A Classroom Resource Pack

This computer-based simulation explores the impact of a new gas pipeline on eastern Yorkshire. After being designed primarily for teaching history and archaeology, the simulation can also be used as part of a geography or environmental studies course. Using databases together with worksheets and response cards, pupils investigate the impact of the different routes on archaeological sites, the landscapes etc and take on the different roles in planning applications before producing a report on their findings.


PRODUCT CODE: XQ 13069

FREE MATERIALS

We produce a wide range of free support materials for teachers as part of our Education Service, including a journal, Remnants, and our annual Information for Teachers booklet. Remnants is published three times a year and contains articles with practical ideas for classroom and site-based projects using the historic environment; reviews and news from the Education Service including Resources Updates during the year. The Information for Teachers booklet contains practical suggestions for classroom and site-based work with sections on preparation, work on site and follow-up, details on how to book a free educational group visit; a complete list of all English Heritage sites and a booking form. A variety of other historical information leaflets are available free on request including ones on most English Heritage sites.